
SUPERYACHT FACiliTIES

What do you want, captain?
What do superyacht captains want in a marina? To answer this questiou, we held a round table discussion organised by The Triton, a
newspaper for captains and crews, at the 7th Street Wine Company in Ft Lauderdale, Florida. The event was sponsored by Bellingham
Marine (BMI) and held on 4th April 2007. Robert Wilkes led the discussion and reported for Marina World. The host was Steve Ryder,
manager of project development for BMI.

The superyacht sector, i.e. vessels of 30m
and above, is one of the fastest growing areas
in the boating world. This is a world where
berths can be difficult,if not impossible,to find
in many places. New, larger marina slips are
being constructed at a much slower pace than
the number of superyachts being launched.
This presents a challenge to coastaldevelopers,
marina operators, yacht captains and the dock
companies that build marinas.

Eight captains, an engineer, a chef and a
purser gathered for the livelygroupdiscussion.
All are seasoned veterans who have sailed the
world; all had a lot to say about the marinas
they frequent.
Marina World(MW): We're here today to get
opinions about the marinas you use. We're
hoping the discussion will inform marina
operators and developers. The question for
the evening is: 'What do you look for in a
marina?'
Round Table (R1): Slips are not big enough
for the boats that are being built right now.
The sizes of vessels are increasing and it's
getting worse. So you end up spending a lot
of time at anchor.
RT: I'm captain of a yacht just over 200 feet
long and fat. It's hard to find a place to put it.
RT: In the Med it's a problem to find big boat
berthing. If you don't book today,you haven't
a chance for summer. Nothing is easy in
Europe versus here in the US. And size means
more people, not only more guests but more
crew. They need services.. .taxis, airlines. It's
no secret, we are captains, but we are service
providers number one.
MW: Talk about the marina facility itself.
RT (speaking to the BMf representative):
We've seen your marinas, La paz and others.
Definitely keep on with the slip-side sewer
pump-out system you have in most of your
marinas. Your power is fantastic, we're a

From left: Capt. Chuck Limroth of MIY Caprice; Capt. Bernard Charon; Capt. Lee
Rosbach of MIY Mostro; Chief Engineer Gunther Alvarado, Chef Christina Jones
and Capt. Gui Garcia of MIY Primadonna; Capt. Oliver Dissman (behind) of MIY
Arbitrage; Purser Kim Sandall and Capt. Chris Youngof MIY Never Enough; Capt.
Paul "Whale" Weakley;and Capt. Guy O'Connor of MIY Phoenix.

480, three-phase vessel, and that's a big thing.
Whenever I see your slips, I know I'm set.
And I highly recommend havingWi-Fi. We're
going to push the owner to go into marinas
with Wi-Fi.
RT: If there's a boat in the way, or if you're
at the end of the dock and the signal doesn't
reach, it's even more frustrating than when
they don't have Wi-Fi. So make sure it's
thorough, solid coverage. It's not a free thing
we're asking for, we'll pay for it.
RT: One thing that I really like is having
cable for local news and local weather. I think
having user fees for the different services is

Port Forum, Barcelona, Spain offers floating docks and finger piers for superyachts.
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not a problem at all as long as they're good-
quality services.
RT: You should put another power outlet on
the finger pier to bring power to either end of
the boat especially if there's a beautiful view
and you want to look into the bay. Then you
don't have the power lines in the way.
RT: That's one of the beautiful things about
Sunrise Harbor, you can hide the power cords
in a channel under the dock. Bahia Mar, too.
RT: We need facilities onshore, a place to
dispose of waste oil and filters.
BMI: We are building a marina in the
Caribbean with a bilge pump-out and an oil
pump-out; like the sewer pump-out.
MW: Is in-slip fuelling important?
RT: It's convenient but more expensive. I

- think operators will sell more fuel with it.
RT: As long as they have proper volume.
MW: What sort of services are you looking
for?
RT: I was talking with the chief stew and he
was suggesting that the marina could have
some sort of standard manual or town map
with information about where the biggest
grocery stores are, where all the services are
that we need.
RT: That shouldn't be just advertisers in a
brochure, but everybody in town.
RT: It has to be relevant to the resources that
we need, not a car wash. Like where to take
laundry if they don't have a facility at the
marina.
RT: We like a concierge-type service. Where
do we get flowers,where do we put the trash. . .
customs and immigration? That's particularly
important with all the documentation that
we're required to provide. And then when it
comes to any kind of permits to usethejet ski
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ill or go scuba diving, it's really helpful if the

marina has something prepared in advance.
RT: We were in La Paz. When we went out
for a week and returned, there were three guys
at the dock, two to take the lines and one to
take the trash. It was fantastic. Another thing,
especially in locations somewhat remote, is
an emergency plan if someone gets hurt, to
evacuateto a hospital-probably not thepublic
hospital but to a private clinic.
RT: La Paz is managed by Bellport Marina
Management, right? I love that marina. It was
like, "What can we do for you?"
MW: What kind of docks do you prefer?
RT: Floating docks - the way they're laid out
-and fingerpiers. I can't say enough about that
style of dock. Finger piers are very important.
There are often times when you have guests on
the aft deck and you're trying to load a bunch
of groceries. Rather than walking through the
guests, finger piers allow you to enter from
another location. Having the ability for the
crew to do detail work, polishing, cleaning the
sides of the hull, is also a plus.
RT: The hardest part is to get the groceries
from the car to the docks. Make sure the docks
are wide enough to get a golf cart down. We
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have luggage issues for big boats and golf
carts are critical.
RT: Bahia Mar is perfect. It's big enough,
wide enough, you can get everything down
on the finger piers.
MW: Other than floating docks with finger
piers, what else do you use for moorage?
RT: In some of these places where you have
to go Med style, we don't fit in. We literally
wedge everybody out. Everybody loosens
up and we wiggle ourselves in until we hit
the dock.
RT: Ground tackle is important at Med-style
moorages. It's better than having to put out
an anchor. Some places have a diver who gets
the ground tackle for you, others use a float.
Several marinas have a ground tackle line that
comes up to the bulkhead.
RT: My experience is it works and it doesn't
work. We've had situations where they've
got the lines crossed. We've picked up those
lines in our props or in our stabiliser fins.
And there's the slime factor - they live on the
bottom.
RT: There are plusses and minuses to each. If
you're wedged in it's difficult to pull that line
through. You're fender to fender, now you're

trying to get that line up around those
fenders. Either way some sort of
ground tackle is superior to dropping
anchors.
MW: Are you saying that ground
tackle is better, even in a situation
where you can have a finger to tie
to?
RT: No. Only in a situationwhereyou
don't have finger piers.
RT: Somebig boats are going to drop
an anchor because that's their policy,
even if the fingerpier goes all the way
out. But most of us in the mid-size
boats, if you have a finger pier that's
60 or 70 feet, and we're over 123feet,
we still like the fingerpiers. If there's
some weather coming. . .then we may
have to consider other options.
RT: If you're in a place where the
weather can come up in a hurry,finger
piers are much better than a Med
moorage. They're so much safer.
MW: Let's talk about marinas that
come closest to the ideal.
RT: La Paz. The service we get. And
even if there are strong winds, it's quite easy
to bring the boat in. There is a lot of space
in the alleys.
RT: I like St. Martin, personally.
RT: Or Isle del Sol, or Yacht Haven Grande,
the new one that's starting up at St. Thomas.
Their catering is good. Their potential is
phenomenal. They're going to have an area
for owners to walk around with a few Gucci
stores and Prada and things like that. It will
appeal to everybody; there will be places for
crew to go separate from owners.
MW: Leaving aside service, what dock
configurations do you prefer?
RT: Floating docks. Stay with that concept.
RT: Absolutely. And soft comers. Hard
comers on fixed docks can be a nightmare.
Especially when the wind is up and you have
to get it right the first time.
RT: In some floating docks the space between
the edge of the dock and the piling needs to be
set in more to avoid contact.
BMI: Ours are set in.
RT: The worst system is where the piling
is sticking out with a galvanised pipe going
around it. That's the absolute worst.
MW: Why do you like the finger pier?
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RT: Access to the side of the boat.
RT: Even a narrow finger pier is better than
no pIer.
BMI: You really don't lose that many slips
when you go to a finger pier system. The
convenience factor, the safety factor, the value
of the slips, we feel increases exponentially.
MW: What about the height of the docks - the
freeboard?
RT: In Port Forum the docks are high enough
to get the big fender in so it won't pop out. It's
a problem for us in a lot of places where the
floating docks are too low.
BMI: At Bahia Mar we have IS-inch and
3~-inch freeboard for the bigger boat areas
out on the intracoastal. We've found that 30
inches fits a huge variety of boats from sports
fishermen to megayachts. We are finding
that what megayacht captains like is 30 inch
or above.
RT: Absolutely.
RT: Do you do fuel docks?
BMI: Yes, floating fuel docks.
RT: Keep that going on. And tell the marina
owners to throw in or include some work
floats so we can work on the other side of our
boats. Having viable work floats is wonderful.
Most marinas have a utility raft, but some are

underwater before anybody gets on
them. Make them out of the concrete
floats for a stable raft.
RT: A lot of us are towing tenders and
we need tender docks.
RT: When you're designing a marina,
designate an unusable comer and use
it for tender docks.
MW: Wouldyou ratherhave the tender
in the slip with you?
RT: Yes, but the marina owners
wouldn't like it because of the dead
space when there isn't a tender there.
BMI: But in the dockominium world,
it might help sell the slip. We can
make it longer, or, instead of a 3D-foot
beam, make it a 40 foot beam to have
the tender alongside.
MW: What other marinas do you
like?
RT: Yogoshima, southern Japan..
Deep water, perfect for getting in and
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Dock carts move with ease onfloating pontoons at Bahia Mar in Ft Lauderdale
Florida (left) and (above) alongside andfinger pier berthing options.--

out, good service.
RT: Emerald Bay in the Bahamas is a fabulous
marina. Wide docks, wide finger piers.
MW: There are people who question whether
a fixeddock or a floatingdock is better. Is there
some reason to have a fixed dock, especially
with a 200 foot yacht? What is the verdict,
fixed or floating?
RT: Floating. You talk to people that drive
boats, they'll say floating.
RT: Whichever it is, it has to be strong in
a storm. The stronger it is the better in a
hurricane. In rough weather you want the
strongest dock.
RT: Most marinas are located in places where
you have to go somewhere anyway in a storm.
It doesn't matter if it's fixed or floating in a
storm, you're going to leave.
MW: All of you go to Europe. Port Forum
was a groundbreaker, with floating docks and

finger piers scaled up in size for superyachts.
Is that a trend for the future?
RT: I'd definitely go for the side-to moorage
or in slips. You've got way more flexibility
being able to put your boat alongside, so you
can work onyour boat. If you're side and stem,
you've hit the nail on the head.

. RT: Med-moorage operators are trying tojam
in as many as they can.
BMI: One of theplaces you can savecompared
to Med moorage is the fairways. They don't
have to be as wide as Med moorage because
you don't have all the ground tackle out from
the boats. When you lay the marina out
you can pick up perhaps another pier. The
difference in the number of slips is not as great
as you might think.
RT: That's the property developer's choice.
If they're selling the slips, can they sell them
faster because they're floating docks?

Scenic La Paz Marina in Mexico (left and above) has a strong reputationfor good
service, and plentiful waterspace - making it easierfor large yachts to manoeuvre safely.~.
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